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agenda for the day

1. restrictor analysis + triviality roundup

2. more fun with the survey from day 2

3. Sarah Moss on counterfactuals and semantic humility

4. Moritz Schulz’s puzzle about counterfactual credence

5. wrap-up
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recap on counterfactual triviality

I you can chain together Skyrms thesis and the CPP to derive

a chancy analogue of the Thesis

chw ,t(A > C) = chw ,t(C | A)

I that, together with chance closure yields triviality via the

same proof as Lewis’s
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Schwarz’s (2016) reply

there is a problem with Williams’s argument that has nothing to

do with the probabilities of counterfactuals.

I PP and closure are inconsistent
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Schwarz’s (2016) reply: preliminaries

observation one: because chances are objective features of the

world, chance claims themselves have chances
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Schwarz’s (2016) reply: preliminaries

observation two: according to PP, every chance function must

think of itself that it has chance 1 ("is self-aware").

I χ(ch) = the proposition that is true in world w iff ch is the

true chance function in w (suppose that ch governs all

times in w)

I skipping some steps, PP entails this:

c(χ(ch) | χ(ch)) = chw(χ(ch))

I but c(χ(ch) | χ(ch)) = 1

I so, chw must think of itself that it has chance 1
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Schwarz’s (2016) reply: core point

observation three: the idea that chance functions must be

self-aware is consistent on its own; but it’s inconsistent with

closure for chance functions.

I let A be any proposition that has intermediate chance

according to ch (i.e. 0 < ch(A) < 1)

I consider the conditionalized chA applied to χ(ch)

chA(χ(ch)) = ch(χ(ch) | A)

I but because ch(χ(ch)) = 1, ch(χ(ch) | A) = 1, so:

1 = chA(χ(ch)) , chA(χ(chA)) = 1
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Schwarz’s (2016) reply: proposed fix

I PP is too strong;

I so, fall back on a principle without self-awareness

I this exists in the literature: The New Principle

I see Hall (1994); Lewis (1994)
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recap on domain restriction

I the domain restriction approach can account for the

intuitions that seemed to motivate Stalnaker’s thesis

without ever appealing to probabilities of conditionals

I two objections we considered:

(i) is domain restriction circumventable by propositional

anaphora?

(ii) domain restriction doesn’t work well across conjunctions
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specifically counterfactual arguments

some objection attack the domain restriction strategy in the

counterfactual case specifically

in Counterfactuals and Probability, Schulz objects that the

domain restriction approach does not do well with:

(1) it is 90% likely that no one else would have killed

Kennedy if Oswald had not done it
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on the domain restriction approach, this becomes:

(2) (with-probability-0.9 (if Oswald had not done it)) (no one

else would have killed Kennedy)

but with-probability-0.9 is an epistemic probability operator,

expressing something like indicative supposition
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words of wisdom (from Schulz)

indicative and counterfactual ‘if’-clauses seem to

invite us to do different things. An indicative

conditional is evaluated by temporarily adding the

ante- cedent to our stock of beliefs and then asking

whether the consequent is true in this more informed

belief state. There is a natural connection with the

restrictor view here. [...] Counterfactual ‘if ’-clauses

also invite us to make a supposition, but a

counterfactual supposition is different from an

indicative one. Making a counterfactual supposition

often requires us to temporarily suspend certain

beliefs while holding others constant.
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more fun with the survey
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Moss on semantic humility
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a puzzle about counterfactuals

(3) If I dropped this plate, it would break.

I suppose we adopt a Lewis-style semantics for

counterfactuals

~3�w ,f ,� = true iff: ∀w ′ s.t. w ′ is a maximally closew ,� world

to w where I drop the plate, the plate breaks in w ′

I question: is (3) true or false?

I the problem: it sounds right at first, but there is a

far-fetched possibility where gusts of air come to rescue the

plate and make it land softly enough that it doesn’t break
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a puzzle about counterfactuals

against the true answer:

I the might-counterfactual in (1) seems true, and moreover it

seems incompatible with (3):

(4) If I dropped this plate, it might not break.

(5) # If I dropped this plate, it might not break; but, if I

dropped this plate, it would break.
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a puzzle about counterfactuals

against the false answer: consider another ‘wacky’ case, which

involves a similarly unlikely but still possible event:

(6) If I flipped this coin one million times, it would land

heads each time.

I the negation of (6) doesn’t sound right; (6) sounds good

when embedded under expressions of uncertainty:

(7) #It’s not the case that, if I flipped this coin one million

times, this coin would land heads each time.

(8) I can’t say for sure what would happen if I were to flip

this coin one million times.
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a puzzle about counterfactuals

what to do? according to Moss, we need not choose—in fact, we

have to not choose

Semantic Humility

“[O]ur theory of subjunctives should display semantic humility,

i.e., our semantic theory should deliver the truth conditions of

sentences without pronouncing on whether those conditions

actually obtain."

I we should not adjudicate the question of truth value

I rather: we should just predict that conditionals like (3) and

(6) should get very high and very low credence
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Bridge

according to Moss, all that the semantics needs to vindicate is

the following:

Bridge

“A subject’s credence in “if it were going to be that A, it would be

that C" should match her subjective expectation of the current

conditional objective chance that C given that A."

...i.e., again, Skyrms’ Thesis, at least in some version or other:

c(A� B) =
∑

ch∈CH
c[χ(ch)] · ch(B | A)
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deriving Bridge

Moss points out: Skyrms’ Thesis follows (unsurprisingly!) from

the following assumptions:

I centering principles

(A� C)∧A �� A∧C

I ‘superintendent principle’

c(A) =
∑

ch∈CH
c[χ(ch)] · ch(A)

I antecedent independence

ch(A� B) = ch(A� B | A)

(This is supposed to hold in a lot of cases, but not always!)
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deriving Bridge

c(A� B) =
∑

ch∈CH c[χ(ch)] · ch(A� B)

=
∑

ch∈CH c[χ(ch)] · ch(A� B | A)
=

∑
ch∈CH c[χ(ch)] · ch(A∧ (A� B) | A)

=
∑

ch∈CH c[χ(ch)] · ch(A∧B | A)
=

∑
ch∈CH c[χ(ch)] · ch(B | A)
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defending antecedent independence

For instance, dropping a plate normally makes no difference

to the objective chance that the plate would break if

dropped. Similarly, flipping a coin normally makes no

difference to the objective chance that the coin would land

heads if flipped. It is difficult even to construct a realistic

imaginative picture of a coin that would land heads if flipped

just in case I flip it, and would land tails if flipped otherwise.
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semantics vindicated?

1. the condition of adequacy for a semantics is to vindicate

Skyrms’ Thesis (‘Bridge’) in a wide variety of cases

2. no need to answer difficult questions about closeness!

3. an upside: it looks like a wide array of semantic theories

are in a position to do so, given that antecedent

independence holds!
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problems coming back

but, contrary to what Moss seems to suggest: not really!

I contrary to intuitions, a lot of semantic theories fail to

validate antecedent independence!
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problems coming back

(9) If I tossed this coin, it would land tails.

I suppose: at t0, it’s indeterminate whether I will toss the coin.

Presumably, Toss&Heads worlds and Toss&Tails worlds are

equally close. Hence on Lewis-style truth conditions:

Ch0(Toss� Tails) u 0

I Now, suppose that at t1 I toss the coin. Via Centering:

Ch1(Toss&(Toss� Tails)) = Ch1(Toss&Tails)

I Ch1(Toss & Tails)= .5 and Ch1(Toss)=1, so Ch1(Toss�Tails) = .5.

I but, if chances evolve by conditionalization, we have:

Ch1(Toss� Tails) = Ch0(Toss� Tails |Toss) = .5

A violation of antecedent independence!
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morals

I Moss’s methodological suggestion seems interesting:

rather than deciding whether to rule certain conditionals to

be true or false, just stick to credal constraints.

I but: credal constraints are hard to vindicate!

I as Moss points out, the independence constraint is intuitive,

but it fails on a lot of theories and on a lot of simple cases

I task: work harder to find theories of conditionals that can

vindicate credal constraints!
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Schulz on counterfactual knowledge
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notational distinction

for a counterfactual "if it were the case that A it would be the

case that C" we distinguish two symbols

I A� C = the Lewis counterfactual

I A > C = the "actual" natural language counterfactual
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principles about counterfactuals

(J) there are A, C, and a rational credence c such that:

1 > c(A > C) > c(A� C)

it is sometimes rational to have greater credence in A > C

than in the A� C
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(K) for all A, C,

[if c(A > C) = 1, then c(A� C) = 1]

if a rational agent is certain of A > C, she is certain of

A� C
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why is (K) true?

I suppose c(A > C) = 1

I then one thinks that the counterfactual chance of C

conditional on A is 1

I but if so one thinks (with certainty) that all of the (relevant)

C worlds are A worlds

I i.e. c(A� C) = 1
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general epistemic principles

(E) for all propositions A, B and rational credences c ,

if A entails B, ¬[c(A) > c(B)]

if A entails B one can’t be rationally more confident in A

than in B
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(N) for all propositions A, B, such that A does not entail B, there

is a rational credence c such that:

c(A) = 1 & ¬c(B) = 1

if A doesn’t entail B, a rational agent might be certain of A

without being certain of B
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the argument

fix A and C as described in (J)

Case 1: suppose A > C entails A� C

I by (J), there is a rational c with

1 > c(A > C) > c(A� C)

I by (E), and the fact that c is rational,

A > C does not entail A� C

I this contradicts the supposition
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Case 2: suppose A > C does not entail A� C

I by (N), there is a rational credence c such that,

c(A > C) = 1 & ¬c(A� C) = 1

I but that contradicts (K) which says that

if c(A > C) = 1, then c(A� C) = 1
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upshot

either one of (J), (K), (E), (N) is wrong or counterfactuals do not

have truth-conditions
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taking stock
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course upshot 1

I stable intuitions about probabilities of counterfactuals

I these seem to be reasonably accounted for by a

chance-credence principle like Skyrms’ Thesis or CPP

I there are outstanding questions about the exact

formulation of these principles

I but virtually any such principle ends up functioning as a

constraint on the semantics

I CPP and Skyrms are subject to triviality results

I but the triviality results might not be inescapable
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course upshot 2

I having said that, there are alternatives

I the restrictor analysis can account for the intuitions

without commitment to a general principle

I however: we mentioned a few problems for this approach ...

I ... but maybe there are replies for those too
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course upshot 3

I we didn’t have to go to chance-credence principle route

I and indeed had we had more time (and plenty more energy)

we would have explored the possibility of a causal approach

I in future ESSLLIs/NASSLLIs: watch out for courses on

causal models and counterfactuals
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